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1. INTROC'JCTION 
The entry of space vehicles into planetary atmospheres  presents 
several  new problems not encountered previously in studies of Earth 
atmosphere re-entry at  velocities at and below the satellite value. In 
order  to shorten the t ransi t  time below that corresponding to the minimum 
energy trajectory the vehicles planned for the exploration of the near 
planets will often be required to withstand entry speeds in  excess of the 
Earth parabolic speed. 
to be only one of convection ac ross  the boundary layer. 
to the boundary layer between the shock wave and the body will reach 
At such speeds the heat t ransfer  problem ceases  
The gas external 
extremely high temperatures,  and various modes of radiative transitions 
will  become excited, resulting i n  the emission of -lkrge amounts of radiant 
energy. ' Thus, the radiative heat transfer will become significant, and as 
the entry speed continues to increase] radiation will eventually dominate 
the overall  aerodynamic heating. 
Fig. 1 i l lustrates  typical planetary mission flow conditions (1). Since 
ear ly  hypervelocity entry vehicles will be quite blunt, studies to date have 
ger-erally been limited to a blunt stagnation region where the most  severe 
heating will be encountered. Stagnation region equilibrium gas properties 
f o r  a range of possible entry trajectories for the planet Venus a r e  shown 
in Fig. 1 with assumed atmospheric property profiles and concentrations. 
It can be seen that, for this c lass  of hypervelocity entry flight, equilibrium 
temperatures  a s  high a s  13, O O O O K  can be expected; corresponding maximum 
* ' 
equilibrium radiation heating ra tes  for  a large body (order  of 10 ft diameter) 
would reach several  thousand BTU/ft 2 -sec.  
In spite of extensive theoretical efforts to understand the phenomenon 
of high temperature  gas radiation, experimental investigations a r e  necessary 
to measure  the actual radiance from which the radiant heat t r ans fe r  to the 
surface of the vehicle can be deduced. 
stagnation region flow becomes appreciably ionized, and this  suggests the 
possibility of strong effects on the convective heat t ransfer .  
theoretical models used for boundary layer calculations oversimplify the 
At  speeds above 30,000 f t / s ec ,  the 
Existing 
physical situation and, therefore,  experimental measurements  a r e  also 
necessary in this area.  
The response of the thermal  protection mater ia l  in a combined 
radiative and convective heat t ransfer  environment i s  a new problem. Also, 
the presence of species in the boundary layer other than those present in 
an a i r  atmosphere might be expected to affect the response of the ablating 
mater ia l .  Both problems a r e  quite complex and recourse must  again be 
made to experimental  investigations. 
The purposes of this paper are to outline the laboratory techniques 
used a t  the Space Sciences Laboratory of the General Electr ic  Company for 
the simulation of superorbital  velocity planetary atmosphere entry heat 
t ransfer  environments and to illustrate the use of these techniques through 
t he  discussion of the resul ts  of several studies in this problem area .  
Reference 2 is a paper with s imilar  objectives for suborbital Earth re-entry 
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problems and many of the techniques discussed h e r e  are extensions of that 
/ 
ear l ier  work. 
Fig. 2 can be used to define the stagnation region heat t ransfer  
problems of interest .  
composed of 1) a non-equilibrium shock front, characterized by high 
translational gas temperature levels and corresponding high radiative 
intensities compared to equilibrium levels a t  the same density and velocity, 
2) an  equilibrium inviscid shock layer, in which the flowing gas properties 
a r e  in quasi-thermodynamic and -chemical equilibrium, and 3) a reacting 
boundary layer,  in which viscosity, conduction, and the diffusion of external 
and ablated gas species have important effects. 
suborbital Earth re-entry problems (2)  it has  been appropriate to approach 
the study of such a flow system through the use of two c lasses  of experimental  
facil i t ies:  the shock tube and the gas a r c  o r  plasma generator. 
of a shock tube to deliver large rates of energy to a test gas allows the 
generation of strong shock waves and blunt body flows in  which radiative 
fluxes and convective heat transfer ra tes  can be measured;  however, the t ime 
durations of such flows a r e  too short f o r  the study of mater ia ls  response. 
Gn the other hand, a r c  flows in  which the required stagnation gas propert ies  
can be produced do not give properly simulated flow fields; therefore, i t  has  
been necessary  to  tailor the test  environments to provide specified levels of 
In general the flow field can Be considered to be 
A s  in the past studies of 
The ability 
heating ra te  to a tes t  surface so  that their long 
can be exploited for mater ia ls  studies. 
t e s t  t ime character is t ics  
This divided approach is indicated 
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in the identification of heat t ransfer  ra te  components in Fig. 2; that is, 
;it re fe rs  to the heating of a non-ablating cold surface such as that used 
in a shock tube tes t ,  and ;body r e fe r s  to that portion of c& that penetrates 
a surface protected by the ablating material. 
accompanied by an ablated mass transfer rate a s  i l lustrated in the figure. 
To apply the above approach to the hypervelocity problem a r e a ,  it 
6 
Of course,  the G B ~  is
I 
has been necessary to considerably extend the performance character is t ics  
of both types of facilities. 
developed for  shock tubes that allows flight velocity simulation well in  excess  
of 50, 000 f t / sec ,  and the extension of a r c  performance to grea te r  than the 
36, 000 f t / sec  simulated flight velocity level has been possible through the 
modification of an existing divided flow, constricted a r c  design. 
s eve ra l  new instrumentation techniques have been developed to permit  the 
required measurements.  
i n  experimental technology. 
An electrical  heating technique has  been 
In addition 
Part of this paper descr ibes  these new developments 
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s 2 .  EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY FOP, COKVECTIVE AND 
RADIATIVE HEAT TRAESFER STUDIES 
< - 
Shock tubes have been used f o r  many years  in experiments for  
the generation of aerodynamic data in  flows of high energy and high 
stagnation pressure  ( 3 )  (4) ( 5 ) .  The demand €or an experimental facility 
in the a r e a s  of simulation of orbital  and superorbital  enthalpies and 
p rzs su res  forced further development of their  performance. It became 
obvious that these requirements were beyond the capability of the 
conventional combustion driven shock tubes. The arc-heated shock tube - 
Fig. 3 - used in present studies was specifically developed for this purpose. 
Its basic design followed closely the features of the smal le r  prototype tube (6) 
in which severa l  investigations were car r ied  out and which produced the 
necessary  data used for  the prediction of performance of the present facility. 
The ability of this tube to produce strong shock waves at relatively 
nign init ial  p ressures  is obtained from the high temperature ,  high pressure ,  
low molecular weight dr iver  gas produced by the rapid discharge (order  of 
50 :.+set) of capacitor stored energy. The internal dimensions of the dr iver  
a r e  3. 5 in. diameter and 4. 5 f t .  long. 
by the insertion of solid plastic cylinders to the dimensions necessary for  
obtaining required energy density. 
wall thickness fits inside the dr iver  tube. 
discharge is contained within the driver gas. 
the a rc  discharge. 
In practice,  the dr iver  is  shortened 
An insulating cylindrical sleeve with 1 /4 in. 
It is used to  insure that the arc 
A thin wire  is used to  initiate 
This is located on the axis so that the wall losses  remain uniform 
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inbLi5 axial direction, thereby reducing non-homogenity in the properties 
' of the dr iver  gas. The energy for the a r c  discharge is stored in  capacitors,  
each rated at  5 microfarads and ZC, 000 volts. 
energy is 304,000 joules. 
Total  available s tored 
Helium is used as the dr iver  gas. The diaphragm separating the 
driver and the driven sections of the shock tube is made of stainless s teel  
with diagonal lines scribed to a controlled depth to ensure clean opening 
with a negligible loss of material .  The driven tube is made of stainless 
steel .  Its internal diameter i s  6 in. and the overall  length is 31. 5 ft. The 
stagnation flow model is located 2 ft. upstream of the end flange. A s  indicated 
in Ref. 6 a n  extensive r e sea rch  program was necessary before a satisfactory 
operation of this facility was achieved. A photograph of the tes t  section of 
the shock tube including the instrumentation, vacuum pumps, etc.  is shown 
in Fig. 4. 
The performance of the tube in air is  shown in Fig 5 where the 
attainable shock velocity is plotted as a function of the initial p ressure ,  energy 
input and dr iver  length. The experimental data indicate that shock velocity 
up to 32, 000 f t / s ec  can be obtained with 1 mm Hg driven tube init ial  p ressure ,  
18 in. long dr iver  and full energy in the capacitors. With a lower initial 
p re s su re  and the same dr iver  size shock velocity up to 36,000 f t / s ec  can be 
reached. By reducing the dr iver  volume to approximately 17. 5 in  , a shock 3 
velocity of 43, 500 f t / s ec  - equivalent to 59,000 f t / s ec  flight velocity - has 
beer, produced. Superimposed is a curve depicting the performance of a 
combustion dr iver  facility. The limitation of the latter is  self-evident. 
- 6 -  
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One of the tools required fo r  a study of the type described in  this 
/ / .  .I .  
' paper is a complete set  of thermochemical equilibrium calculations for  a 
gas mixture to be studied ( 7 ) .  Using these state properties,  various gas 
dynamic properties associated with traveling and stationary shock fronts 
can be calculated and charted as fanctions of shock velocity and driven tube 
initial p ressures .  Shown in Figs.  6a and 6b a r e  some of the propert ies  
behind the incident shock and at the stagnation point for  the gas mixture 
given in Fig. 1. Referring to Fig. 5 it can be seen that temperatures  behind 
the incident shock of up to 12, OOOOK and in the stagnation region of up to 
17, O O O O K  can be achieved in  the 9% CO2 - 91% N2 gas mixture with the 18 in. 
long dr iver .  
- 7  - 
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3: STAGNATION POINT CONVEC'I'iVE H E A T  TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS 
The stagnation region flow about a model in the shock tube is 
produced in a different manner than it  is in the flight case.  
is first compressed and accelerated by the incident shock wave generated 
when the diaphragm dividing the d r i v e r  and the driven tube is  ruptured. 
The flow behind the shock front, although moving with high velocity, is 
The tes t  gas 
, 
only slightly supersonic due to the high temperature  or  high sonic velocity 
in the gas  processed by the advancing incident shock wave. This  gas  then 
flows around the model which is blunt and, thus, a detached bow wave will 
be established. The gas along the model axis will undergo compression 
ac ross  a normal  shock and flow along the stagnation s t reamline to the 
surface of the body. 
As long as the boundary layer thickness is smal l  i n  comparison with 
the shock layer,  whose measure  at the stagnation point is the detachment 
distance, the boundary layer problem can be considered separately from 
the inviscid flow field and, hence, independently of the Reynolds number.. The 
only requirements for accurate simulation a r e  the stagnation enthalpy, the 
velocity gradient a t  the stagnation point, and the chemical similari ty of the 
gas in the various flow processes.  For  the hemispherical  body the Newtonian 
a2proximation predicts that the velocity gradient is independent of Mach 
number which has been confirmed experimentally. The correlation for  the 
heat t ransfer  rate through the lamina? boundary layer a t  the stagnation point 
can therefore be writ ten 
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where C depends on the composition of the boundary layer. 
Thus, the environment created in a shock tube is directly applicable to 
the solution of the stagnation point convective heat t ransfer  problem if  
the stagnation p res su re  and enthalpy of the flight case a r e  duplicated and 
the geometric s ize  of the vehicle appropriately scaled providing the flows 
at the outer edge of the boundary layer a r e  in thermochemical equilibrium. 
Experimental Procedure 
A schematic diagram showing the shock tube instrumentation which 
is used during all experimental runs including convective heat t ransfer  and 
total radiance studies is presented in  Fig. 7 .  The shock’speed is obtained 
by observing the luminous profile of the shock wave with collimated photo- 
multipliers as it passes  five stations ahead of the tes t  section at which the 
model is located. 
displayed on a raster t race.  
can be read with a n  accuracy of about to. 5 p sec  which, for  example, at 
30, 000  f t / s ec  gives shock speed with an accuracy of better than 270. 
The signals from each photosensor are differentiated and 
The arr ival  of the shock front at each station 
d 
P r e s s u r e  
gages located at two stations a r e  also used a s  a check of shock speed obtained 
f rom the passage of the luminous shock front.  
In order  to insure that the reflected expansion wave from the dr iver  
does not interfere  with the tes t  g a s  flow when using the shortened length 
L=iver,  p re s su re  history behind the incident shock i s  monitored. The 
- 9  - 
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pressure  data a r e  also useful for veriiicatioi: of equilibrium thermodynamic 
state behind the incident shock wave. 
In addition to the data necessary for the evaluation of shock speed 
and pressure ,  photometric and photographic methods are  employed to obtain 
further information about the quality of the incident shock wave generated 
flow. 
is  observed with a multichannel monochromator. 
photometer with its entrance s l i t  focused on the shock layer ahead of the 
stagnation point of the hemispherical  model it is  possible to determine; 
1) when the flow around the model is fully established and how steady the 
tes t  flow is, 2) when the mixing zone between the tes t  gas  and the dr iver  gas 
a r r i v e s  a t  the model. Also an image converter camera  is used to a s s e s s  
the quality of flow by showing the shape of the incident shock wave and the 
symmetry  of the model flow. 
The emitted light f rom the shock heated gas behind the incident wave 
Also using a two-color 
A typical 0. 5 in. nose radius model used to obtain convective heat 
tzansfer is  shown in Fig. 8a with the heat t ransfer  gages mounted at the 
&;agnation point. The design dimensions of the gage were 1 /16  in. wide 
by 1 /4  in. long as i l lustrated in F i g .  8b. The gage electr ical  circuit  is 
shown in  Fig.  8c. 
r i ix tures  a r e  shown in Fig. 9. 
slope of the voltage signal and applying the simple expression relating the 
Typical oscilloscope t races  obtained in  two different gas 
The data reduction (8) involves reading the 
change of voltage ac ross  the gage with time. 
where 
ma te r i a l  
- 10 - 
Since the bulk properties of the gage mater ia l  a r e  well known, the 
coefficient K can be easily calculated and the gage response established 
without an extensive calibration procedure. The temperature  coefficient 
of resistivity, d , is checked experimentally for  the particular batch of 
mater ia l  used in fabrication of the gages. 
Convective Heat Transfer  Results 
The experimental convective heat t ransfer  data obtained with platinum 
calorimeter and thin film gages a r e  presented in Fig. 10. 
normalized by the square root of the ratio of the nose radius to the stagnation 
p res su re  and plotted against the enthalpy difference between the edge of the 
stagnation point boundary layer and the wall. 
most  of the present data were attained was 970 CO2 - 91% N2. 
were obtained in mixtures  containing 2570 CO2 - 7570 N2 and 8770 C02 - 1370 N2. 
The calorimeter gages used in the experiment were 0. 002 in. thick and were 
mounted at the stagnation point of a 0 .5  in. nose radius hemispherical  model. 
An analytically determined correction factor (1) was applied to the observed 
The resul ts  are 
The composition in which 
A few data 
calor imeter  gage signal to account f o r  the non-linear temperature distribution 
ac ross  the thickness of the gage element. 
obtained with thin film gages whose signal was adjusted (9)  for  the variation 
of the heating mater ia l  properties due to quite a large change of i t s  temperature  
during t e  s t time. 
The data include severa l  points 
In analyzing the data the possible contribution of radiative heating to 
For t es t  enthalpy levels the measured heat t ransfer  ra tes  was considered. 
- 11 - 
ccrresponding to flight velocities below 37, 000 f t / s e c  (using radiance data 
of Ref. 10) the maximum radiate flux w a s  found to be l e s s  than 10% of the 
measured heat t ransfer  rate.  However, for higher flight velocity simulation 
the radiation becomes appreciably larger and may add considerably to  the 
measured rates .  The amount of the incident radiation which the gage will 
absorb depends on the surface reflectivity, which itself is a function of the 
,' 
wavelength and the surface conditions. It was estimated that the gage will 
absorb 5970 of the incident radiant energy. Appropriate corrections were 
made ar,d the data plotted showing a range of uncertainty (2570 to 75% absorption) 
of the radiant heat contribution to the gage reading. 
The present data a r e  compared with theoretical  solutions of the 
stagnation point laminar boundary layer heat t ransfer  in  C 0 2  and air (11). At 
enthalpies equivalent to flight velocities below 3 7 ,  000 ft /sec the data lie between 
the C02 and air predictions, at higher speeds the data lie closer  to the C02 
the o r  y . 
In an  effort to investigate the scaling law with r ega rd  to pressure ,  
severa l  runs were made at  approximately the same shock velocity but at 
widely different stagnation pressures  varying between 3.  25 and 54. 6 atmospheres.  
At stagnation ;;ressures of 9 atm and above the scaling i s  adequate. However, 
data obtained at the low pressure  gave resul ts  which deviate f rom the main 
trend of other data. 
eqxllibrium. 
A question a r i s e s  whether the shock layer is in 
Using the prediction of Ref .  12 for the relaxation distance 
behind a normal  shock, ,one concludes that with Fi = 0.25 mm Hg and 
Us = 23,500 f t / s e c  the gas a t  the outer edge of the boundary layer may be out 
- 12 - 
GJ equiiibrium. The effect of this G A  boundary h y e r  flow and on heat 
' t ransfer  has  not been treated analytically with a sufficient r igor to suggest 
whether the heat t ransfer  should be either higher o r  lower than for  the 
equilibrium shock layer case.  
It has  been reported that gage surface material can have an  effect 
on the apparent heat t ransfer  response of calor imeter  gages in  a shock tube 
flow at hypervelocity tes t  conditions ( 1  ). In a fur ther  attempt to separate 
possible surface effects f rom internal behavior of the gage mater ia l  itself 
a s e r i e s  of runs were made using silicone dioxide coated'nickel gages and 
severa l  additional data were  obtained with gold gages. The heat t ransfer  
r a t e s  obtained with Hytemco (Ni-Fe alloy), nickel, gold, platinum and 
silicone dioxide calor imeter  gages are  shown in F i g .  11 along with data 
f rom thin film (platinum) gages. 
and 25% C 0 2  - 75% N2 a r e  included. 
Data for air as well as for  9% C02 - 91% N2 
F r o m  this figure it is seen that the 
platinum thin film resul ts  a r e  at  the general level of platinum calorimeter 
heat t ransfer  data. We have also included in  Fig.  11 data published by 
Compton and Chapman at flight velocity simulation levels of about 
36, 000 f t / s ec  (13) which were obtained from observation of the t ime required 
to init iate melting of f r e e  flying aluminum models. Measurements of other 
investigators using platinum calorimeter gages in  shock tube experiments 
are not shown since they agree  well with the present  platinum gage data. 
The data obtained with gold calorimeter gages a r e  found to be generally in  
agreement  with the nickel and H y t m c o  values. The coating of the nickel ' I  
gages with a silicone monoxide film has a tendency to reduce the measured 
- 13 - 
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apparer-t heat t ransfer  ra te  to a level issocia-ed with the platinum gages. 
W e  have concluded tZ,; effects other Lhan internal e lectr ic  phenomenon, 
of which we originally suspected nickel and Hytemco gages, produces the 
differences in  the heat t ransfer  readings. 
effects a r e  causing the observed results,  fur ther  consideration must  be 
given to finite reaction ra te  kinetics in the boundary layer.  
Riddell (14) studied the non-equilibrium stagnation point dissociated boundary 
If then we assume that surface 
/I 
Fay and 
layer and forxx~.kted a _,;irameter which can be used as a measu re  of the 
effects of finite recombination ra tes  in the boundary layer. 
parameter  to the conditions of the present experiments one would conclude 
that the boundary layer is in  equilibrium for heat t ransfer  purposes. 
Applying this 
However, no electron recombination in the boundary layer was considered 
in reference 14. 
in ionization is a large portion of the shock layer flow energy for  shock 
velocities in  the present study. 
be hiu ,r than ion temperature  at any given point of the boundary layer and 
may approach the stagnation region gas temperature.  
l a y ~ r  is not in  equilibrium with respect to electrons and ions, the energy 
delivered to its inner surface may be significantly higher than for  the 
equilibrium o r  one temperature  non-equilibrium cases.  Such effects i n  
combination with gage surface catalytic effects could explain the resu l t s  
obtained with different material gages. 
This may be quite important since the energy invested 
Also the electron temperature will probably 
Thus, if die boundary 
- 14 - 
4. TOTAL R,431~-ITION S T U D Y  
The measurement of total radiative heat t ransfer  f rom a high 
temperature gas volume to the enclosing envelope has  always been a 
difficulL problem especially when the duration of the emitting sample is 
of the order  of microseconds. 
would be a resistance thermometer type gage. 
widely used for  convective heat t ransfer  determination in shock tubes and 
tunnels (15, 
response) in  i t s  normal fo rm will absorb one part  of the incident radiation 
while the other par t  will be reflected. In most cases  the reflectivity is a 
fc. 
radiation, and the incident angle. 
conditions of the gage cannot be closely controlled and even i f  suitable 
One logical choice of a measuring device 
Such gages have been 
16). .A thin film resistance gage (prefer red  due to i t s  fas t  
tion of both the surface conditions, the wavelength of the incident 
In practical applications the surface 
calibrations of the surface characterist ics could be ca r r i ed  out, their 
variation during the test  t ime cannot b e  predicted. Since the gage will be 
in contact with the hot gas, convective heat t ransfer  will be present  which 
is very difficult to separate  f rom the total heating sensed by the gage. 
Z r o m  the theoretical studies of the wavelength region which will 
contribute to the total emission we find that in the experimental studies 
described here  a spectral  region from several  hundred Angstroms to 
several  microns must be  considered. Due to the high temperatures  of the 
gas ,  the bulk of the emitted radiation wil l  l i e  in the UV. 
efr'ec: 02 the gage response i s  caused by  the highly energetic photons 
An additional 
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emanzting f rom the tes t  g a s  and incidefit on the resistance gage. They 
will praduce photoelectric emission of electrcns f r o m  the gage surface 
causing an apparent reduction of i t s  resistance and introducing an e r r o r  
not easily accounted for in the interpretation of the gage output signal. 
Because of all these difficulties the cavity o r  black body type 
Seometric shape was chosen for  the radiation gage. The present fo rm of 
t5is gage is shown schematically in  Fig. 12a. The gage is made in the 
<arm of a cylindrical body with a suitably located entrance s l i t .  This fo rm 
rather  than that of a hollow sphere was chosen due to ease of fabrication. 
The gage does not enclose the radiating gas but the radiative energy enters  
the cavity through the s l i t  where it is absorbed b y  the platinum film in the 
interior of the gage-as i t  undergoes multiple reflection indicated in Fig.  12b. 
This thin film of platinum also serves as an  extremely fast  response 
resis tance thermometer .  The reflectivity of such a film is l e s s  than 5070 
for ali radiation a t  wavelengths below 0 . 6  CI, . It was calculated that not / 
more  than 570 of the incident radiation will escape through the opening without 
being absorbed if the film reflectivity remains below 7070. 
Fast thermal response of the gage i s  dependent on the film thickness, 
,.:hich should be made small relative to the character is t ic  thermal diffusion 
depth of the film mater ia l .  A.t the same t ime,  the film must  be opaque to 
the incident radiation since i t s  function is to absorb the energy. The 
t ransmission of thin sputtered platinum film was therefore investigated. 
The r e sa l t s  indicated that a film of about 0 .1  micron thickness t ransmits  
- 16 - 
I l e s s  t h n  1% of the incident light in ;he wavelength range between 3.25 and 
0 .8  microns.  Its transmission Secoines even l e s s  for shor te r  waveiengths. 
In the course of the shock tube icvestigations of the total radiative 
prop2rties of high temperature gas mixtures, two experimental configurations 
of the cavity gage were employed. 
were made of equilibrium radiation emitted f rom the g a s  flow behind the 
iilcideiii shock wave a s  shown i n  Fig.  7 .  
f:o:-r, t5.2 collimating s l i t  and therefore viewed a narrow layer  of the g z s  ac ross  
the shock  tube. 
In tlic f i rs t  configuration measurements  
The gage was located at L distance 
In reducing the data 9370 transmission of the quartz 
w i ~ d o w  was assumed over the whole wavelength range. 
The temperatures and densities of the test  gas in the region behind 
the incident shock a r e  limited by the strength of the shock which can be 
generated a t  a given initial p re s su re  with the shock tube dr iver .  
to obtain experimental radiation data from gas at  temperatures  in  the range 
of 1 2 , 0 0 0  to 16 ,  O O O O K  and a t  a relatively high density, investigations have 
ofter, been car r ied  out in the reflected shock region of the shock tube. 
r - e tLod ,  however, holds several  disadvantages which can be avoided i f  
the gas i n  the stagnation region of a hemispherical model located in the 
LOW ga le ra ted  by the incident shock wave is used as the source of the 
radiating g a s .  
In order  
This 
-7  
From previous investigations of stagnation point convective heat 
t ransfer  and studies of shock tube f l o w s  i t  i s  known that the flow establishes 
i tself  quickly a f te r  the passage of the incident shock wave and remains 
- 17 - 
7 .  --;ci;ani ,.-mis sion 
lor 2 sufficiently l o n g  Lime tc; pcrmit the measurement of 
i r o i n  the shock layer 2"s. Sincc: the flow is steady in  
iaho - . - to ry  coordinates t h e  requirzinents on time response of the 
instL-cnicntation i s  l e s s  severe .  
rncnt a: L , q u i l i b r i u m  radiative propertics only. 
s t i z ~ i m  model flow is al ready in a s t a t e  of high thermo-chemical excitation - 
havin:; aLen processed by the passagc of the incident shock wave - cornpared to 
~~~2 i y L c  s t ream conditions for  a vehicle in flight through an atmosphere.  
This configuration i s  res t r ic ted to mcasure-  
This is  so because the f r c c  
A phenolic nylon hemispherical model with a nose radius Rn = 1 . 0  in .  
shown i n  Fig.  13 was used fo r  the model experiments.  
s a s '  
.-:oGc*. 
A rectangular shape 
- _  window 0 .1  in .  by 0 . 5  in .  was clsed at  the stagnation point of the 
- he 22ge itself was located away f rom the window with the entrance 
7,ar;~liel  to the window aperture .  Thus,  the gage senses  only radiation 
-.A-ur:- 3 region of the shock layer  close to the axis of the model. 
test  cozcition range of interest  here ,  the stagnation region has almost uniform 
t e - r . : - , L  i--ture and i s  essentially transparent.  
and L3; = 1 . 0  rnrn the temperature in the 9% CO 
bcr.iiid the bow shock is T 3  = 13,800'K while the stagnation temperature  is 
Ts = 13,920°K. 
watts 
conditions i s  approximately I. 2 x 10' 2
cm 
~ a t d  radiance at T3. Before the reading obtained f rom the cavity gage can 
G,- iL:terpreted in t e r m s  of radiative po.wer emitted by the stagnation region 
gas one musi know the radiating volume and steradiancy of the emit ters .  
F o r  the 
F o r  instance, a t  Us = 28,000 f t / s e c  
- 91% N 2  gas mixture - 2 
A l s o ,  the theoretically predicted radiative flux a t  the same  
which is about 570 of black body 
r .. --;.~,;ting volume i s  defined by the f-elc? of vicw of the gage entrance 
hili LIIC he model window apercure a n d  t h e  distnncc: betwccn t h e  model 
j~ l - iLLi_L u ~ ~ d  the bow shock wave. This ciistancz was measured through the 
L twc, techniques. Entrance s l i ts  oi two two-color photometers were 
L O ~ C I L ~ C .  011 thc: Axis ol thc modcl alicnd of the stagnation point at a distance 
a.-:?a;sing the ex?ecEed location of the bow shock. The character  of 
-*IG s i g i i d  f rom these instruments indicated whether the predicted location 
W L S  cor rec t .  
c o ~ v e i - t ~  z camera ,  photographs f rom which a r e  shown in F ig .  14. 
; P L : . - , , ~ S  At which the three f rames  were  obtained a r e  indicated on the 
m ~ 1 ~ - ~ 0 ~ -  - ,race. 
A more  accurate mea;ai-i:ment was made using an image 
The 
The upper f r ame  is  taken just p r ior  to the incident shock 
_ _  . -  A lv.--, ,he center f r ame  corresponds to the tes t  gas flow; and the bottom 
5 lows the a r r iva l  of the mixing zone between the tes t  g a s  and the 
1’ ~ z s .  The experimental data on stand-off distance ag ree  well with 
A e  p--e,-c.:ction of Serbin (17 ) .  
‘i ypical oscilloscope t races  G- t h e  stagnation point cavity gage  
c - - 3 . -  ’ 3: - 2 - d  shown in F i g .  15. The approximately parabolic signal of the 
iy ;;age (upper t race)  i s  typical or‘ the response of a thin film 
,:lLc”rrloA-;leter gage to a n  approximately constant heating ra te .  
bL.E-a2izi;3 ana duration of the radiating shock layer ,  as indicated by the 
5tag; i lat i~ l~  region photomultiplier trace (lower t race)  is a l so  shown in  Fig.  15. 
‘---c 2;ccLrical signal of the gage is  reduced to the corresponding heat 
L r a ~ a Z e r  rate  using the technique described in  Ref. 18. 
The 
Cavity g.”gc zxeasurements 01 ihe total radiative intensity of the 
an regian g ~ s  a r e  przsented i n  F i g .  1 6 .  Xesults I-iave been obtained 
!or s!iac!c velocity values between 22 ,000  and 34 ,000  f t /  s ec .  
oil 1q-i ! *  . 
Also shown 
i i) . I .  r ( :  t ~ i c -  L I ~ ~ ~ o I - L ; L ;  CLLI curve':-; ( . 2 L O  I O  !:/ spectral. rcgion)  lo r  LIIC 
The shoci. :--.)e property ranges covered .by the experimental conditions. 
radia:ic:~ has  been normalized by the stL:gnatioii region density ratio to the 
.. .33 po\,.ier which brings the theoretical curves into reasonably good . - r  
5 0 r 2 0 .-r L,,iit for the property range of interest .  In general ,  the experimental 
2aizzs sca t te r  near the theoretical predictions. 
~ s ; ~ ~ ~ i z ~ ~ n t a l  results to be slightly higher than the theory a t  shock velocities 
, .  
There is a tendency for the 
 ut 2 8 ,  090 f t /  s ec .  Above this value h e  points generally group 
Note the few points corresponding -ev:lizt below the predicted level .  
r .  
- . ‘ t ’ ! cs  ..! . I ?.I?!?-, T ] j Y s p  l i . .  . z i ! : i i i ( ’ i >  : : i i ~ I \ -  al>,\ \-c.  1 1 1 ~  1.-.1 .-.I : l * 1 . , - . # 1 j ,  ! . - . ( I  
. .  , ,  < . . -  ~ , ~ - ~ . . ~ i l i ~ . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  L 1 i L G i - y  ai1d Liic g z a k r d  levc ls  obtained experimentally a t  
d 
Fressu res .  We have associated this behavior with the initiation of non- 
?q.iili’oi-ium effects in the shock layer.  Radiation f rom a non-equilibrium 
Since \)ck laycr hns bce,i invc.stig=.ntcd c>spcrinicntnlly by Page (19) .  
i ‘ i .  : I . . : :  . % i 1 1 i I l ! x i  t i ; ; \ ,  ; I :  , ’ ,  I.. . ; I ! ,  t ’ ~ \ .  ; : ‘ , s ’ , i s . !  ( , * . . I  , , ~ i i i i ; ; \ i i ~ . \ ( i o l ~  \ y ~ \ l  ~ i ~ t ~ t : ~ : i * ~ - l ~ ~  
fro;-1: xac investigated by Page because of the high temperature  and 
disssciation level of the gas entering the shock layer  i n  the shock tube, a 
direct  comparison with Page’s resu1ts.i.s not necessar i ly  valid. 
i t  i s  no:,cd that the magnitudes of the few low p res su re  points a r e  compatible 
However, 
i 
c 
i-. ..i,i: L-?..>se presc!:ted by Page .  
Several poirits f rom d;ffc:-e:-!t t\.s!: g a s  :-p.ix;tures a r e  also showE 
I n  F ig .  14. 
of gas camposition, there appears to  b e  a rc-asonable agreement betwesn 
thesc po in t s  at f l i g h t  velocities alsov\.: 33,000 f t / s e c  and the o the r  data. 
In c i cl e ii : 5 ho ck 3 q I* il ib r i um T o t a1 R a Q i; L t i  on 
While more  data a r e  requiyed fG1. the study of the import;"nce 
ljsing a total radiation cavity :"&e, measurements  were macie cf 
the eqi:l!lbrium radiation behind the incident shock in 257'0 C 0 2  - 757'0 Kz 
~ : s  mix-ure a t  shock velocities up to 3 0 , 0 0 0  r ' t /sec.  The resul ts  a r e  shown 
1 . 5%- ;. 17. Also,  stagnation point 1-adiztion data obtained with the moacl 
'-\'I L~.i  ; ges a;-e shown in the range o i  the simulated flight velocity ove-lap. 
~ ,- 5 L S  of data a r e  normalized b y  the densicy ratio ra ised to  1.55 power. 
, s . ~ t s  cf calculations obtained through the use of theoretlcal data in Ref. ( 8 )  
&re  &so shown. Note that a t  simulated flight velocity above 3 2 , 0 0 0  f t /  s ec  
th: c:-e>retical curves collapse on each other indicating that the density 
- -  
\ - A ~ ~ :  \\IZS correlated correctly,  at l o w e r  flight speeds the theoretical curves 
cii\ e:-;e. Therefore ,  to make a proper comparison of experimental data with 
-.-. Ai tA--zarctical predictions , the stagnztion point data should be compared 
3 ,  a 'L.-* z. ,heoretical curve calculated f o r  approximately P1 = 70 mm Hg since 
C, --A;- L i A 3 i i  the density of the radiating g a s  will be in proper relation between 
t h z  e q e r i m e n t  and the theory. Data from the incident shock measurements  
z<--.; z L  :;mpared airectly with the appr.opriate theoretical curve a t  a 
L~::L.-~ s-iding P1. It should be noted that both se t s  of experimental resul ts  
- 21 - 
. , C ~ L - I ~ Y  higiicr than the theoretica, Jrcdichons . h further ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ . r i s o n  
i~ - X Z . G ~  with  ne frree flight rznge d d L a  o€ J a x ,  s (20), W - ~ O S C :  interpcla-cd 
: G : S U ! , -  i o r  25Y" C 0 2  - 7570 NZ are  s k o w n  in Fig. 1 7 .  
LCI note that a t  flight velocity of approximately 2 6 , 0 0 0  f t /  sec  f r e e  flight data 
il?dicaie cven higher  radiaiicc than pycsdnt shuck t u b e  measurements .  
It is interesting 
In 
%L:. (21) i t  i s  shown that major  contribcltors i o  the total radiation at  
C < , ~ ? Z i ' i l o ~ i S  of these data a r e  CN and CO bands. 
~GL:;: ii;i-ium composition calculations ecter  into the computation ol the 
Since :he theoretical 
._ 
species 1-adiation, any uncertainty of tI&drmodynamic constants entering 
::to i?' Lquilibricrn calculations which affect t h e  i3a.rticle density of CO 
... : . \ .  CAY will a lso affect the final results of total radiation calculations. The 
b::,Acc:.:-.-ion energy of CN radical used  in preszi:,t calculations was t A e n  
2 s  Z3L This 
. . ~ 
7.52 ev G n  the basis of the r.,port by Knight and Rink ( 2 2 ) .  
c- - - - 3  considered to be t rue  in the light of la ter  experimental resul ts  by 
3 , rAia .~ ,*~ ,z  (23) .  
v i o 1 e ~  
Fa i rba i rn  (24 )  recent!)- measured the f numbers for  CN 
red band systems.  He reports f = 0.0318 for  CN violet and f = .0034 
fc;- . &e rrfd band system. The theoretical calculations of Ref. 8 use f = 0.027 
nc I = 2 . 0 2 0  foi- the violet and red sysLems,  respectively. The new values 
.1. ,- I corLy;3ensate each other to some extent when used in  present  calculations 
-- i s  therefore unlikely that CN i s  the source of the higher radiation. 
lorrc-tion energy of CO is well established; however, some of the f numbers 
The 
2 ;- c: n:i Lbsolutely known. Since higher than theoretically predicted radiation 
i:L,j r aw been reported f r o m  two independent experiments i t  must  be 

k e  nicc.2i configuration is not suitable for  non-equilibrium radiation 
studies. However, these measuremects can be made by observing the 
i>;assa:t: of the incident shock. Since the exteiit of the non-equilibrium layer  
3 L::.~.-eAnely short  the required high s?atial resolation of the radiatior, sensor  
L;L-c..citidcs the use of the total radiatio:; ,-avity gage. It was found thar. 
>I:s.~,.:-~..: Lipliers with their high sensitivity together with an appropriate 
&a12e~3-Aig  optical syscem can satisiactorily be used in  such a study producing 
zoc 3,i.y the non-equilibrium radiation cata bur: a lso the spectral  distribution 
oi :.-.- . c ii1ibrii;m radiance. 
7 .  -g.  18a shows the general a ~ r a n g e m e n t  of the shock tube, the 
spcc -cL2-~otometer  and the optical system associated with the incident shock 
- -  i ;a,: *L 3.: studies . 
:.he measurements were made through a quartz window mounted in 
t h e  s i ? ~ ~ . ~ a l l  of the tube at  a station located at  a distance of L / D  = 51.5  
f r o m  the diaphragm. A light t rap i n  the fo rm of a blackened cylindrical 
cavity was placed directly opposite the observation window in order  to 
elimineile the effects of internal s n o c l i  tube reflections. 
- 
L O  measure  spectral  radiance, a Jarrel l -Ash Co; f / 6 . 3  plane grating 
specxograph  with a dispersion of approximately 4OR/mm was equipped with 
six photomultipliers mounted in the exit focal piane. 
t h e  i:--Cvidual. detectors,  an  arrangemenc a s  shown in F i g .  18a was necessary 
3ecause  of the s ize  of 
, .  
so  that the radiation in  adjacent spectral intervals could be measured  
simultaneously. 
k d  5 I I I I ~ I  11 RII a n d  5 111113 w i d e ,  givinh: 200 A of  : ; p ( . ( - t  I - A ~  ( O V ( ~ I * . ~ ! : ~ ~  01-, \  tc)ini 
of 1000 
Five 1P28 photomultipliere were  located at the other end of the fibre bundles. 
F o r  the ultraviolet region of the spectrum a quartz lens reimaged a 255 A 
wide section of the spectrum f rom the focal plane of the spectrophotometer 
directly on the photocathode of a 1P28 photomultiplier. 
the photomultipliers w a s  fed into the Type L plug-in preamplifiers and the 
signal was recorded as a function of time by means of Tektronix Type 535 
oscilloscopes and Polaroid film cameras .  
. c c i c i i t i o i ~ a l  amplification of the photomultiplier signal was necessary.  
Tektronix Type 127 unit, with a gain of 20 w a s  employed to amplify the signal 
before it was fed into the Type L preamplifier.  The t ime constant of the 
complete electrical  circuit used in the read-out was estimated to be l e s s  
Using a suitable stop and a 0.050 mm wide and 3 mm than 0.075 
high entrance s l i t ,  an optical resolution of 0 . 2  
A fibre optics package, with each bundle entrance aper ture  
0 
for the five channels, was used a t  wavelengths above 4000 8 .  
I 
The output f rom 
In certain ranges of operation 
. Psec 
ec was achieved. /" 
The calibration of the complete optical sys tem above 3200 w was 
made using a standard tungsten ribbon lamp which was calibrated by the 
Bureau of Standards. 
sett ings,  28 amps and 30 amps, A calibrated optical pyrometer  was  used 
t o  obtain the tungsten ribbon brightness temperatures  a t  other current  
sett ings.  
Its brightness temperature  was given for  two current  
Frequent checks were made of the brightness temperature  
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corresponding to 28 and 30 amperes  current against the calibration data 
supplied by the NBS for this lamp.  
not to be la rger  than 6O which corresponds to a maximum uncertainty in 
The temperature  deviation was found 
the value of absolute intensity measurements of approximately 370. The 
i ib; i - , i l>erati ire of the r ihhon  wati o l I t . r i n r - t l  i i , . i i n g  r i idiant  pi*n1'4-i-t i e . : ,  
tungstcn tabulated in the American Institute of Physics Handbook (25).  
spectral  distribution of emissivity of tungsten was taken f r o m  the data 
given by DeVos (26) in calculations of lamp intensity. 
The 
The calibration of the spectrophotometer a t  wavelengths below 
3200 A was made with the use of a pyrometric carbon a r c .  The a r c  was 
assumed to emit as a grey body at a true temperature  of 3800°K with an 
zmissivity of 0.97 ( 2 7 ) .  A check of calibration at  a wavelength a t  which the 
ribbon liiament tungsten lamp could also be used showed good agreement 
between the two methods. 
A l l  measurements  were made at  one nominal condition of shw k 
The velocity Us = 28,400 f t / s ec  and initial p ressure  P1 = 0.5 m m  Hg. 
corresponding equilibrium temperature and density ratio of the radiating 
gas a r e  T = 7400°K and $/So = 1.26 x 10". The wavelength coverage 
extended f r o m  2500 R to  7000 R .  Typical t races  obtained f rom two adjacent 
channels of the spectrophotometer a re  shown in F i g .  18b. 
radiation data a r e  plotted in Fig. 19 where they a r e  compared with the 
theoretically predicted radiance distribution. 
The equilibrium 
There  is reasonable agreement 
between the experiment and the theory in the spectral  region where CN 
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system ( I  = 0.027) is the dominant radiator except a t  2150 
measured intensity is higher than the calculated value. 
higher radiance indicated by the experiment lies between 4300 
It is  impossible to identify absolutely the source contributing to the 
disagreement between the experiment and the theory without a spectrographic 
investigation of the gas radiation. 
region and therefore both can be suspected to be the contributors. 
where the 
Another a r e a  of 
and 6000 &?. 
Both CO and C2 radiate in this spectral  
The peak of the non-equilibrium radiation is shown in Fig.  20 
as a function of wavelength. 
radiation shown in the previous figure indicates that the non-equilibrium 
radiation exceeds the equilibrium level depending on the wavelength by a 
factor varying between three  and s ix .  Strong non-equilibrium overshoots 
appear in  the spectral  region between 3400 
and CN violet systems radiate in this wavelength region. 
Allen ( 2 8 )  the contribution of the N 2 t  (1 -) to the non-equilibrium radiation 
of air is relatively low. If this is also t rue  for the present  tes t  gas ,  i t  is 
possible that the strong non-equilibrium overshoot comes mainly f r o m  
the CN violet system. 
Comparison of these data and the equilibrium 
and 4000 A. The N 2 t  (1- ) 
According to 
The integrated non-equilibrium radiation is shown in F ig .  21 .  In 
o r c e r  to obtain the magnitude of the total non-equilibrium radiation the 
a r e a  under the dashed curve of F ig .  2 1  was integrated. The average 
intensity was found to be 5.95 wat ts /cm2-str-  1-1 . Assuming that this 
average value extends down to 100  8 and allowing for  the atomic line 
- 27 - 
radiation (28) one calculates the total non-equilibrium radiation in the 
spectral  region between 100 +4 and 10 ,000  k? to be 7 3  wat ts /cm2.  
reported a total non-equilibrium radiation for  air to  be 40 wat t s /cm2 at  
shock velocity of 33,000 f t l s ec .  
using the velocity dependarlcs given by Page (181, givsrr an sir value of 
the 
Allen (28) 
Extrapolating this value to 28,400 ft /sec,  
approximately 20 wattslcm 2 . It can be concluded, therefore ,  thz 
non-equilibrium radiation in  a 2570 C02 and 7570 N2 gas mixture  k - m  be  
about four t imes higher than i t  is i n  a i r .  
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6. MATERIALS STUDY 
3es ides  studies which will improve our concepts of the heat t ransfer  
e,ivironrnents to be encountered by proposed vehicles a t  their  planetary 
descinazions, as has been mentioned ear l ier  i t  is  of great interest  to 
inveazigate the mater ia ls  aspects  of the thermal  protection problem. The 
ci-xi-2r-t state of the a r t  in  this design a r e a  re l ies  almost i n  its entirety in  
the ablation system. A considerable effort to date has  resulted in  large 
amounts of data gathered by many organizations leading -towards the 
characterization of many mater ia l s  in  various applications. 
xhis wock has  been performed in air environments we would like a t  this t ime 
While most  of 
t o  cilsci~ss briefly those aspects  of our studies associated with determining 
. .  
~.L’.G:;L.; performance in  environments peculiar to the planetary entry vehicle. 
A . A L  p r l a a r y  emphasis i n  this program was to  explore the response of the r - l  - 
c;osen mater ia ls  to convective heating. More recently a tes t  technique has  
3ezn developed which permits  the study of mater ia l  degradation under a 
combined raaiative and convective load. 
and tht: zombined heating technique w i l l  be described in ensuing sections. 
Both the convective heating resu l t s  
Tes t  Facil i tv 
The tes t  facility used in  this study was the tandem Gerdien a r c  heater 
developed by McGinn (29) at the Space Sciences Laboratory and operated in 
2 f r e e  je t  configuration. A close up of the a r c  heater and a schematic of this 
unit is shown in Fig.  22. Referring to that sketch, the large chambers  a r e  
the anode and cathode housings. The tes t  fluid en ters  the vortex chambers  
-29-  
from which some then passes  into the electrode chambers  where i t  mixes 
wit;: the carbon eroded from the electrodes and is  exhausted from the heater 
c;!ong with the contaminant. 
contaminant is heated in the a r c  column, enters  the plenum from both sides 
where mixing takes place and then is expanded to the throat. 
further expansion through a large a rea  ratio nozzle is shown as woulG be the 
C L ~ C  in a high Mach number wind tunnel; however, in  the present  application 
a subsonic test flow was employed. 
The remainder of the gas which is f r e e  of 
In the sketch 
To establish the stagnation properties of the tes t  gas both spectro- 
This i s  accomplished scopic and calorimetric measurements were made. 
ihrocgh the use of a special  plenum unit which permits  the simultaneoas 
observ,,Lion of the flow at the throat with a spectrograph and the collection 
of the Lsiting gases in  a water-cooled total calorimeter.  
inzasurement one can determine a static temperature  (from a ratio of the 
ii1ter;sities of two atomic l ines,  7949/7774 A, for oxygen for example) and 
assuming flow equilibrium along with the knowledge of gas p re s su re  the 
stLgnation enthalpy can be calculated. In the calor imeter  the total  
e-ithzlAJy is obtained from the measurements of gas flow and heat extracted 
:n the cooling water. 
using the above techniques have produced good agreement in  stagnation 
enthalpy values. 
F r o m  the spectral  
0 
Measurements in various flows (T, up to 8000OK) 
In analyzing this dual approach one observes that the spectral  
measurements  a t  the throat tend to favor the higher temperature  regions 
or' t h e  flow while the calor imetr ic  measurement will tend to produce a 
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weighted average somewhat below that indicated by the former .  The re  
will a lso be some losses  inherent with the calorimeter experiment;  however, 
with care  these can be held to a minimum. Calculation of total enthalpy 
from emission spectroscopy measurements which respond to electronic 
excitation is only valid when thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium exist 
in the flow. 
temperature  measurements  corroborate those from total calorimeter data 
Conversely if the resulting values of enthalpy f rom these 
one can conclude that the flow is in  equilibrium. 
Besides the determination of the total enthalpy of the generated gas 
i t  is important to establish the degree to  which foreign contaminants have 
been added to the flow f rom the a r c  heater components (pr imari ly  electrode 
mater ia l ) .  Spectrographic observations of air flows a t  the throat and in the 
plenum of the tandem Gerdien a r c  heater configuration have indicated that 
the level of the p r imary  contaminant - carbon, in the tes t  gas can be 
controlled to  the order  of 100 ppm at stagnation enthalpy values (h,/RTo) up 
to 700. 
established with the simulated planetary atmosphere gases. 
Similar degrees of "cleanliness" (lack of electrode mater ia l )  were 
Experimental  Procedure 
The objective of the program was to  determine experimentally the 
behavior of typical thermal  protection mater ia ls  that might be used for Mars  
and Venus entry vehicles. 
two mixtures  in  the composition, 88.6% N2, 10% C02, , 1.470 A and 
74. 1% N2, 24.7% C02, 1.270 A. In addition data were obtained in  a i r  and 
The planetary atmospheres  were simulated by 
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nitrogen for  reference purposes. 
I The mater ia ls  selected for  study a r e  representative of two somewhat 
general c lasses  of ablators: 
Teflon - sublimes. 
Phenolic Nylon - pyrolizes and chars  and 
To permit comparison of the model tes t s  in the different gas mixtures  
i t  is necessary to f i x  cer ta in  test parameters.  
kept essentially constant and the stagnation enthalpy relatively constant for 
The stagnation pressure  was 
each se r i e s  of tes t  gases.  In this way the resul ts  a r e  comparable among 
themselves and a r e  representative of stagnation region ablation mater ia l  
performance at a specific flight velocity and flight altitude. 
The majority of the t e s t s  were performed in the stagnation enthalpy 
range of 12,000 to 14,000 Btu/lb while a few tes t s  were made a t  10,000 Btu/lb. 
The maximum simulated flight velocity and altitude Yalues were approximately 
26, 500 f t / s ec  and 270,000 f t  for the model Venusian atmosphere given in  
Fig. 1. 
Expe r imental  R e sult s 
The model specimens used in  the present experiments  were 1 /2  inch 
in diameter  and hemisphere-cylinders in  shape. 
determination a 3/16 inch diameter  by 1 inch long section of the same mater ia l  
To facilitate a m a s s  loss  
was inser ted a t  the model stagnation point. 
measurement  of stagnation region degradation as opposed to  integrated data 
over the complete model surface; in  addition, side heating effects a r e  a lso 
This technique allows the 
minimized. 
The specimens were tested for  varying t imes up to 6 seconds. 
Longer periods were not considered necessary both because of the large 
amount of mater ia l  ablated and the resulting model shape change and because 
a steady state ablation i s  established almost  immediately due to the high 
heating rates .  
The measurement  of the surface temperature  of the ablating mater ia ls  
in the various test gases  posed a considerable problem. 
nylon chars  thus, producing a carbonaceous surface one can interpret  
spectrographic o r  pyrometric data on the basis  that the surface mater ia l  
ac t s  like a grey body. Fo r  teflon however the problem is m o r e  acute being 
that teflon cannot be assumed to be a grey body. After a s e r i e s  of spectro- 
graphic measurements  i t  was determined that pyrometry, using the existing 
equipment would not be applicable due to interference radiation f rom the 
gases themselves.  
to compute a surface temperature  f o r  phenolic nylon in a i r  a t  the high enthalpy 
tes t  condition. In subsequent data analyses the measured value 3000°Kt 100°K 
(5400OR) was used for  all gases a t  all conditions. 
was chosen on the basis  of previous work described in References 30 and 31. 
Although slight variations in actual surface temperature  of these mater ia l s  
would occur in the various gases and tes t  conditions, these differences would 
not be of significance to a l ter  appreciably the tes t  analyses. 
Since phenolic 
From the spectrographic data however it was possible 
- 
The value for  Teflon, 1500°R, 
F r o m  the weight loss history for the various materials in  the various 
gases  i t  is possible to determine mater ia l  performance. 
the m a s s  loss  ra te  at the t ime of interest  and from a knowledge of the varying 
One thus obtains 
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nose geometry and its effect on the heat t ransfer ,  a rating parameter ,  q*, 
, 
heat of ablation can be computed. The appropriate 5alorimeter heat t ransfer  
was computed from 
while the heat of ablation was arrived a t  f rom the relation . 
5 q / -  * 
67 
where the heat t ransfer  ra te  qt i s  reduced by the back radiation from the 
model surface. 
The heats of ablation for teflon and phenolic nylon in  each tes t  gas  a r e  
shown i n  Figs. 23a and 23b a s  a function of (h, - hw). The range of data i s  
shown by a bar in some cases  where .variation in values were obtained for the 
different t imes of tes t  a t  which the data were evaluated. The heats of ablation 
for  teflon in air show reasonable agreement with the theory of Ref. 30 and are 
compatible with the low enthalpy results presented in  Ref. 31. The resul ts  
suggest that ablation is more  severe in a i r  and in the N2 - C02 mixtures  
than N 2  along; however, the maximum spread of the data points is only about 20%. 
The heat of ablation values for  phenolic nylon exhibit a reasonable 
t rend with respect to the approximate theoretical curve shown (30) but no 
consistent effect of gas  composition is apparent. It is pointed out that the 
heat of ablation for  a charring material  depends upon the distribution of the 
various par ts  of the total heat input, Thus, the heat of ablation can vary 
depending upon the char  thickness and its variation with time, the virgin 
- 34 - 
I 
I material  boundary wall temperature,  the rate  of oxidation, the molecular 
weight of the t ranspired gases and other factors  that a r e  difficult to include 
accurately in a theoretical description. 
charring ablator and is not meant to represent an accurate theory for  the tes t  
case. 
The theory shown is for an "idealized" 
Recent Developments In Test  Technique 
Besides the response of ablation mater ia l s  to convective heating 
loads i t  has  been stated that appreciable shock layer radiation energy can 
be encountered by a vehicle upon a planetary entry o r  t e r r e s t r i a l  re-entry 
from outer space. 
advantage of the high enthalpy gas in  the a r c  column core of the tandem- 
Gerdien a r c  heater.  
To study this problem in the laboratory we can take 
The major  difference between such a unit and the original design by 
McGinn (29) is the plenum chamber, the basic shape of which has  been 
changed from the large cylindrical section shown in Fig. 22 to a smal l  tee 
section. 
of the vortex chamber exit orifices, the orifice and plenum diameters  in the 
present unit a r e  equal. With this arrangement,  the stay t ime in  the plenum 
region and, consequently, the energy losses  of the tes t  gas are significantly 
reduced. The high level of radiant heating at the model face ( see  F i g .  24) 
comes from the high temperature  a rc  column and from the heated gases in 
the tubular plenum just  upstream of the model. 
adjusted simply by varying the length of the tubular plenum. 
Whereas the former  plenum diameter  was 3 to 4 t imes the diameter  
The radiation level is 
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The various tes t  configurations a r e  shown in  Fig. 24. In the shroud 
arrangement  (Fig.  24a), while there can be a large radiative intensity 
applied to a model surface, there i s  also an extremely high convective load 
impressed. To minimize this convective heating and, therefore,  not mask 
the response of mater ia ls  to gas radiation, by-pass channels were 
incorporated in the design whereby a large portion of the hot gas is exhausted 
overboard just  ahead of the model. Using this approach, the hot gas flow is 
available fo r  the radiant energy transfer but the convective heating can be 
controlled. 
The experimental  equipment is designed so that the shroud arrangement  
can be located a t  different distances from the a r c  column, therefore providing 
a range of both radiative and convective intensities for mater ia l  testing. 
its nature of processing the flow before reaching the model such a tes t  
configuration lends itself very well to  stagnation region heating studies. 
Also since the environments a r e  severe,  steady state ablation for most  
mater ia l s  is established quickly at the s t a r t  of the tes t  (order of 0. 5 sec) and 
reasonably short  t imes,  of the order of a few seconds, a r e  adequate to 
evaluate mater ia l  behavior. 
By 
The second tes t  configuration (Fig. 24b) is a cavity arrangement  with 
a by-pass. This is actually the low convective heating limit of the shroud 
configuration since al l  flow is ejected overboard and not permitted to pass  
over the model. Thus, we have a predominantly radiative environment. Here  
too - with provision to locate the models a t  varying distances f rom the a r c  
column - a significant range of tes t  flows can be generated. Since mater ia l  
- 36 - 
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degradation proceeds at  a slower rate than in the case of the shroud, models 
may be exposed for considerably longer t imes before facility shutdown. Tes t s  
in excess of 30 seconds have been run. 
The third configuration (Fig. 24c) is the f r ee  jet. The advantage of 
this set-up is that it provides a severe and predominantly convective tes t  
environment and thus permits  investigation of heat protection mater ia ls  
a t  extreme surface temperatures  - currently well into the graphite 
sublimation regime, for example. Of additional importance is the freedom 
to explore the behavior of mater ia ls  in different shapes since t h r e  i s  no 
requirement for nozzle contact o r  flow control. Again the severity of the 
heating environment, resulting in almost instantaneous steady state ablation 
establishes a required tes t  t ime OP only a few seconds. 
To date this facility has been.run using only air a s  the tes t  gas. 
Measurements have been made of total enthalpy distribution within the t e s t  
chamber start ing f rom the edge of the a r c  column and moving downstream. 
Using a specially designed calorimeter that can be located within the tes t  
chamber,  a l l  the tes t  gas can be collected and i t s  heat content determined. 
Values so measured have agreed remarkably well with theoretical analyses 
of the test flows (32). Measurements of the radiant energy t ransfer  to  the 
model surface within the t e s t  chamber have also been made. Using a total  
radiation cavity gage, described in the preceding section, housed within a 
typical model, radiation intensities up to 500 wat ts /cm2 have been measured  
a t  nominal operating conditions. Further increases  in this value a r e  possible 
through increased m a s s  flows and pressure levels. Measurements of 
- 37 - 
cbmbined radiative and convective h::ating have been obtained using he at 
sink calorimeters.  
mater ia ls  have been made either spectrographically o r  with a two-color 
pyrometer. 
operating in  the infrared par t  of the spectrum whereagas emission and 
contaminant emission a r e  low. 
Surface temperature measurements  for  grey-body 
The latter is  designed with a set  of filtered thermopiles 
Although present studies have been conducted with air, these 
techniques are  also applicable with arc  heated gases  simulating other 
planetary environments. 
will be conducted. 
It is expected that in the near future such studies 
! 
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7. CONCLUDING R E M A R K S  --- 
described. 
used for the study of stagnation point convective heat t ransfer  and high 
temperature gas radiance, both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium, at 
conditions corresponding to flight velocities in excess  of the Ea\rthts parabolic 
speed. 
in composition the possible atmospheres of planets M a r s  and Venus have 
been presented. 
point heating for blunt vehicles following t ra jector ies  of Fig. 1. 
history of the resultant heat flux is shown in Fig. 25. 
It was demonstrated that electric a r c  driven shock tubes can be 
Results of such a study in several  c 0 2 - N ~  gas mixtures  simulating 
Using these resu l t s  prediction has been made of stagnation 
The 
The high m/CDA, 90° entry angle t ra jectory exhibits a severe 
radiation heating load with a peak rate about five t imes that of the peak 
convective heating ra te  for  a 1 f t  radius body. F o r  the lower mass ,  lower 
angle trajectory,  the heating r a t e s  are  more  moderate with the convective 
mechanism replacing the radiative in  maximum severity. 
marked  on both radiative curves in Fig. 25. It can be shown f rom Fig. 1 
and Ref .  10 that it is only af ter  this point that strong differences in radiation 
between c 0 2 - N ~  mixtures of widely varying compositions (and air) - due 
to CO and CN band radiation - become apparent. 
Note point A 
Above a simulated flight 
t- 
velocity of about 32, 000 f t / s ec ,  Ref .  10 shows that the gas radiance f rom 
these mixtures  is dominated by the free-free interactions and de-ionization 
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0: nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon ions and is essentially dependent only 
on enthalpy and density levels (or flight velocity and altitude). Thus, for  
initial entry velocities of the o rde r  of 40, 000 f t / s ec  or more ,  where the 
radiative heating peaks above 35,  000 f t / s ec ,  the complexity of the equilibrium 
radiation problem caused by our lack of knowledge of gas  composition may be 
considerably reduced. The non-equilibrium radiation contribution, on the 
basis of the present  resul ts ,  i s  concluded to be negligible. 
The stagnation point steady state ablation performance of two general  
types of ablators were evaluated in  a high purity-high enthalpy f r ee  je t  a r c  
facility in air, nitrogen and nitrogen-carbon dioxide gas  mixtures.  The rat io  
of radiative to convective heat t ransfer  was sma l l  and therefore  the resu l t s  
do not reflect  ma te r i a l  performance in a highly radiating environment. 
However, it is concluded that the steady state ablation performance 
does not differ grossly between a i r  and the simulated planetary atmospheres  
at least  for the mater ia l s  and tes t  conditions investigated. 
A t es t  technique has  a lso been described which does permit  the 
evaluation of ma te r i a l  performance in environments in  which there  is a 
significant amount of radiation heat t ransfer .  The diagnostic measurements  
of total  enthalpy and heat t ransfer  i n  established air flows indicate its 
applicability to future mater ia l s  studies re la ted to planetary entry vehicle 
de signs. 
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Figure 18b. Typical Oscilloscope Traces  f r o m  Two Channels 
of the Spectrophotometer 
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Figure  22. High Enthalpy Tandem Gerdien Arc  Faci l i ty  Showing 
A r c  Heater Equipment. 
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Figure 23a. Heat of Ablation fo r  Teflon 
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Figure 23b. Heat of Ablation for  Phenolic Nylon 
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Figure  25. Radiative and Convective Stagnation Point Heat Transfer  Rates 
for Atmosphere and Entry Vehicle Trajector ies  Shown in Fig .  1 
